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Executive Team 2022-2023

President
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Tesnim Riahi
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Rami Zemouri

VP Internal (Physics)
Sarabjot Grewal
Vacant Positions

VP External

VP Social

VP Internal Chem/Biochem

Let us know if you’re interested!
General Assembly

September 14th, 6pm, on Zoom.

Agenda:

-Votes to fill in vacant positions

-Vote about Reading Week Strike (week of October 3rd)

We need to reach Quorum (28 attendees at least) to make any official decisions. So please be there!
Upcoming events

**September 12th:** Trivia Night with BSA (4-7pm)

**September 23rd:** CUBCAPS Carnival (3-6pm)

**November 18th:** Physics Professor Symposium (4-7pm)

And many more to come!
Follow us on Social Media for updates:
Mentorship Program

MENTEE:
- In your first year of the physics program (U0 or U1)
- Like having someone to help you through the year
- Want help making connections with people in the department

MENTOR:
- In your final years of the physics (U3 and above)
- Interested in sharing the knowledge you’ve gained throughout the past years

If you are interested, you can reach out to Zoe Tsavoussis:
zoe.b.tsavoussis@gmail.com
Stay in touch!

All our socials:
https://linktr.ee/cubcaps_22_23

Execs Contact info:

Rami (VP Academic PHYS)
physacademic.cubcaps@asfa.ca

Sarabjot (VP Internal PHYS)
physinternal.cubcaps@asfa.ca
THANK YOU EVERYONE!

Any questions?